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Angela Jackson  

You wrote a book. Now what? 
 

We all bring life experience to our work.  As a writer, you may have mined your more vivid 

memories to inform certain passages of your prose, or perhaps you’ve given one of your 

characters the same first name or cute idiosyncrasies as a beloved niece or nephew.  And 

that boss you hated? You will, of course, have skilfully disguised him or her then killed them, 

or at least humiliated them horribly, in chapter six.  And, if you’ve completed a piece of work, 

you have probably used your magic powers of persuasion to get people to actually read your 

manuscript. 

Before I wrote my first novel, I had almost two 
decades of experience in public relations.  I worked 
with local authorities, charities, artists and 
performers, commercial organisations and 
universities.  I created and delivered complex public 
relations strategies, wrote hundreds of press 
releases, arranged photo shoots, dealt with divas, 
sobered people up with coffee and stern words, 
calmed them down when things went ‘horribly 
wrong’, dealt with many wonderful journalists and 
one or two ruthless editors, and analysed the 
effects of campaigns and strategies ad nauseam.  So 
you’d think I was in the perfect position to promote 
my own novel. Pah! 

Telling the world how wonderful your client is and 
what exciting things are brewing in the organisation 
proved to be a walk in the park compared to writing 
a promotional paragraph about my novel. I’m too close to it.  I want to engage in dialogue 
for an hour or more over coffee about the ideas behind the novel, I want to deconstruct 
characters and plotlines.  In other words, I started – like many writers – at almost zero-base 
in terms of promoting my work to agents, publishers and the world at large; I had the skills 
but I couldn’t easily apply them to myself or my ‘product’.  If you’re in the same position, 
read on… 

 

You’ve just typed the phrase ‘The End’ 

Massive achievement. Take a moment to congratulate yourself. Really. You have, no doubt, 
carried on writing through periods of doubt, apathy and downright exhaustion.  You have 
almost certainly, on more than one occasion, opted for the gut-churning anxiety that is 
sitting in front of a blank screen over the promise of a good night out or an even better 
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night in. That’s how books get written – we keep going back even when we don’t really want 
to. However, before you put it out there, for all to see, have you had a copy editor look at it? 
My copy editor (Hazel Orme) was worth her weight in platinum, and I say that as someone 
who was once paid to proofread (and did so while in the throes of labour, but that’s another 
story). She was rigorous and straightforward, and I can’t credit her enough with the 
difference she made to my manuscript, with a tweak here and a suggestion there. It’s likely 
you’ll get just one shot at pitching to a particular agent or editor, so make sure you’re 
pitching at your very best.   
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You have a book but no synopsis 

Get back to your keyboard – you’re going to need to write a killer synopsis of your novel. 
Agents and publishers will definitely want to see it, to get a feel for your work and your 
writing style.  There are endless websites and various books on the subject – find one or two 
that speak to you and be guided by them.  Your agent (if you already have one) may also be 
able to offer guidance. 

 

How to find an agent (who might be able to secure you a publishing deal) 

If you don’t yet have a publisher or an agent, and you are determined to go along the 
traditional publishing route, put everything on hold right now and head off to your local 
bookshop.  Pick up books that look similar to how you think yours might look once it’s 
published – physically get a sense of them.  Then flick through to find out who the agent and 
publisher are for each book/author.  The publisher is easy enough to find and the agent will 
probably be thanked in the Acknowledgements section.  That’s your hit list.  You might have 
done that already, though?  You’re a regular haunter of bookshops, right?  If so, while 
you’re in there, you can buy my book! (Joking!) (But feel free!) 

There are sometimes open sessions at book festivals, where you can book a 15 minute slot 
(or longer) with a literary agent – look out for those.  Here are three useful links about what 
agents do and how to approach one: 

 The five rules of getting a book deal 

 10 Things to Remember When Submitting Your Work to an Agent by Carole Blake 
 What do literary agents really want? 

 

What’s going on? 

Find out! Sign up for newsletters from publications like The Bookseller, subscribe to writing 
magazines (check a single issue first, to make sure it’s right for you).  Know what’s selling. 
Know what agents and publishers are doing.  I’m not suggesting you write or even change 
your book to fit in with current trends, but you need to know where it fits in with what’s 
going on.  One of the first questions I was asked by my publisher was: “What other current 
or recent novels are similar to yours?” Know the answer to this question. And know how 
yours differs. 
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Love bookshops 

Once upon a time, bookshops used to be just shops with books.  They were always the 
coolest shops in town but now they are so much more.  They now have cafes with divine 
lemon drizzle cake, they have fabulous events and readings, they have literary merchandise 
and 24 hour ordering facilities, some can print and bind a book within the hour and others 
can deliver books locally the same day.  They still say hello when you go back, and they still 
remember what you like and recommend new books you might not yet know about, and 
they always know what to buy that tricky nephew.  They might, at some point, stock your 
book, talk about you, host your book launch.  Give ‘em some love! Be a part of the industry 
you want to break into. 

 

Carry-on! 

Start working on your second novel.  I wish I’d known this before I submitted my first. 
Agents and publishers need to know you are not a one hit wonder.  No matter how brilliant 
your book is, this is their fear.  They don’t want to invest in building your profile as an 
author, only for you to go silent.  They don’t make any money that way.  Publishing is a 
business, and we, as writers, have to operate within the business framework.  Maybe 
making money from your book is not your number one consideration right now, but they 
would be out of business if they didn’t think and operate with a commercial head.  Back to 
the computer!  Write! 

 

Behind the scenes 

Your publisher will want to know about your other writing activities (features, blogging, etc) 
and your online profile.  Keep an electronic file of your work ready to show anyone who 
needs to see it. If you start a blog, make sure you have enough time to keep it going – don’t 
abandon it after three posts.  If you start a website, maintain it.  You will also need to think 
about your target audience – you will need to show a potential publisher that you are savvy 
enough to know who will buy your book.  If you’re published in hardback, your book is going 
to cost £13-£20 retail, so you have to convince your publisher that a fair amount of people 
(your target audience) will shell out that amount of money when they’re used to seeing 
paperbacks in the supermarket for £3.  Start gathering a mailing list together now – you are 
a far more compelling prospect if you can show that you have a ready-made audience just 
waiting to buy your work.  
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Money 

About £560m ago, JK Rowling was advised by her first editor to get a day job to financially 
support her writing career.  If that sounds ridiculous, read on.  You may have a huge 
promotional budget and a super-connected marketing team behind your book. If so, 
congratulations – you can stop reading.  Most debut novelists don’t have such an enviable 
head start.  In April, when my book was published in hardback, I had hundreds of postcards 
printed with the book cover on one side and a summary pitch on the reverse – they cost me 
£200+ but have been indispensable in terms of publicising the book.  My hairdresser took a 
batch, my manicurist, local bookshops – they’re all over the place!  I hand one out to almost 
everyone I speak to about the book, including checkout operators who ask me what I’m 
doing later (“writing.”).  I promise you this is not a piece of flash fiction: A supermarket 
checkout operator told a friend of mine all about my book the other day, waxing lyrical and 
waving one of my postcards at her as she did so.  Result!  

One of the most expensive things I’ve paid for so far was my launch.  Yes, I paid for my own 
launch; very few publishers are willing to pay for the friends of debut novelists to eat and 
drink for two hours.  The excellent bookshop where I had my launch sold about 60 copies of 
the hardback on the night, almost exclusively to people I know.  That was a great turbo-
boost to sales, but it came at a cost. I paid for every glass of wine quaffed on the night (the 
bookshop kindly provided all the delicious food for free).  It would have been cheaper to 
have given the books away but that’s not the point.  The word of mouth from the launch 
continues in various ways.  Friends of friends of people who attended are now buying and 
talking about the book.  That £150 spent at Majestic was worth it.  

I have also sent out numerous free copies of my book to various influential people who 
might blog about it or (the Holy Grail) review it.  Your publisher should do that but there 
might come a point where it makes more sense to do some yourself, especially if you’ve 
made a connection with the person you’re sending it to.  Again, I had to buy those copies, 
albeit at about half price from the wholesaler.  

Sure, money comes in, but it’s slow.  Thanks to the magic bullet that is the Amazon Kindle 
Daily Deal, I have reached number one in the English language Kindle charts in France and 
Germany, and number 2 in the UK.  Apparently, I sold 7000 Kindle copies on one particular 
day.  Yet I still haven’t paid off my very modest advance.  Build up a marketing fund.  Keep 
receipts.  Keep smiling at that boss.  Keep writing. 

 

Angela Jackson 
www.angela-jackson.com  
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